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Toolkit: Domestic Violence
Campaigns
Working out the Grassroots to Spur Change

Start with Research
• The language gender advocates currently use to describe the

•
•

•
•

situation, including references to gender, are often deeply
misunderstood
Focus groups and polling can help us find the right language to
use to START the conversation
In most developing democracies, equality is
understood in theory, but the concept of gender and
sexism are in their infancy of being formed
Sexism is one of the factors that contributes to violence against
women, and passive attitudes toward resolving it
More needs to be done to simplify the language used to describe
the current problems and potential solutions

Change the Conversation
• Talking about women´s participation in public life

from a values-based perspective (with concepts such as
discrimination, equality and fairness) with more basic
terminology will create a foundation for an argument about the
need for women´s involvement and prevention of violence
• Increasing women´s participation should be described

as living up to ideals of fairness and equality. In the long
run advocates should look for ways to illustrate the impact of
gender discrimination and sexism, which are currently seen as
abstract or either culturally acceptable.

Views on Domestic Violence
•

In many countries, issues such as gender discrimination and
domestic violence are highly internalized which became apparent by
focus groups that show female participants’ careful responses accommodate
male population’s feelings and needs, but also reveal a feeling of guilt and
passive acceptance among women (“but more women in power would upset
men and make them more aggressive”)

•

In more traditional cultures the public differentiates between physical
and emotional violence, with physical violence being considered as the
singular circumstance in which public intervention is necessary and
justified, while in the case of a non-physical violence or unsystematic
physical violence, they believe the problem must be solved within the
family.

•

The challenge is to move domestic violence into the sphere of public
problems that demand community solutions. Thinking clearly about
the aim of public awareness campaigns is key.

Guidelines for Ad Campaigns
• First, decide who your target is
• Are you trying to motivate the community to act to prevent
violence? What is the aim of raising awareness?
• If you are trying to raise awareness, decide among who you are
trying to raise awareness and for what purpose.
• Are there specific members of the community you are trying to
target? Men or women? Family members? And if so, mothers,
fathers? Victims?
• Are you trying to get victims to seek help, the abuser to stop
abusing, the community to care, or the government to take
action?
• Decide on what your goal is

Advice
• In traditional cultures, the idea of strong families is

resonant, and how strong families, as a value, are being
threatened by domestic violence
• Example: “A Good Marriage is a Violent Free Family”

“Stop tolerating such
presents”
Target: Victim (campaign in
Ukraine)

'Help Make
It Stop'
Target: Community members
to get involved

‘Help Make It Stop’ is an interactive film from the London Metropolitan
Police that allows the viewer to decide how to respond to a domestic violence
incident. Would you call 999 or ignore what's going on next door?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zZY5nFzretw#t=38

“It Rarely Stops”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WL3rfk2iFww
Target: Victim

Ring the Bell
Campaign in
India
Target: Men, to
hold other men
accountable to
preventing violence
Message:
Because men can
stop violence: For
domestic violence
to stop, men who
are violent must
be empowered to
make different
choices

http://www.bellbajao.org

Situation: Confronted by the
alarming statistics that
domestic violence in Serbia
took 11 lives in only the first
two months of 2013, and with
last year totaling in 29 deaths
of women in a domestic
environment,

'One Photo a Day in the Worst Year of My Life'

Campaign: Saatchi & Saatchi
Belgrade and Fund B92 have
decided to take action, shake
the public out of the lethargy
and put this issue into the focus
of Serbian society.
The first phase of the campaign
against domestic violence was
launched on March 18 with a
time-lapse viral video that
shows a female victim of
domestic violence calling for
help
Target: Community Members

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ertu9_MhFiM
The video entitled "One photo a day in the
worst year of my life" quickly spread via
social networks and instantly received
extensive media coverage. In less than a
week, the video hit more than 3 million
views on YouTube and caused
unprecedented buzz, both locally and
globally.

"When did he stop treating
you like a princess?”
"Disney princess are perceived as ideal females.
They belong to a fairytale land where happy
ever afters are bound to happen. But what
happens after the happy ever after?“

Target: Victims

http://www.sainthoax.com/happyneverafter.html

#SeetheSigns Campaign
Nov. 25 is the International Day for the
Elimination of Violence Against Women — a day
officially recognized by the United Nations and its
members to advocate for an end to violence. It is
also the first day of the 16 Days of Activism, a
global human rights movement against
gender violence.

http://www.avonfoundation.org/causes/domestic-violence/seethesigns/#!/profile/1-love-shouldnt-hurt.html

Research shows that victims of domestic violence often
blame themselves for what's happened to them
Message: Self-blame is a method of coping and often helps victims regain control
of their own environment, mainly because they feel that if they caused this trauma,
they can also prevent it from happening next time. Recognizing abuse is the first
step to getting help. For more information on how to talk about recognizing the
signs of abuse to victims, which may include intimidation, as well as sexual,
economic and legal abuse — visit Break the Cycle's Dating 101 website.
Target: Victim and family members

Stories from survivors, helping
create understanding

#WhyIStayed
#WhyILeft

#HeforShe

Now it’s time to unify our efforts.
HeForShe is a solidarity movement for
gender equality that brings together
one half of humanity in support of the
other half of humanity, for the benefit
of all.
UN Women Solidarity Movement

India “Abused
Goddesses”

Message: The campaign declares, “Pray that we
never see this day. Today, more than 68% of women
in India are victims of domestic violence. Tomorrow,
it seems like no woman shall be spared. Not even the
ones we pray to.”

Target: Community Members

NO MORE: Together we can
end Domestic Violence &
Assault

Message for activism: There are those of you
who share nearly every tweet or Facebook post
we publish, raising awareness about our issues
and work to their extended communities. Some
run marathons, teach yoga classes and organized
intramural teams to raise funds. Others have
placed calls and written emails to advocate to
your legislators for systemic changes to the way
we respond to sexual assault, domestic violence
and child abuse. Many of you have offered a
listening ear to a survivor, spoken out when
you've heard someone say something that
blames a victim or perpetuates a myth, or you've
pointed someone to resources, like many you'll
find on this site.
Not only do these actions have a direct
effect on the life of a survivor who you
reach, or a bystander whose mind you
change—they creating a ripple effect:
sparking conversation, shedding light and
bringing us closer to the day without
violence or abuse.
www.joyfulheartfoundation.org

Target: Community Members

Activism in Georgia

Events were organized in 22 cities. If
you met someone in the central Tbilisi
with colored palms, it meant they were
involved in the protest against domestic
violence

After 25 women were killed in the first 10 months of 2014 in Georgia,
activists got organized, leading rallies and public campaigns to bring
about awareness, while holding panels and discussions linking domestic
violence with the low political participation of women in Georgia. The
aim is to create a community dialogue and demand more action from
policymakers while also pushing for ways to increase women in elected
bodies.
Target: Community members and policymakers

Thousands of people
signed a petition
against domestic
violence

The
organization of
“validators”
Georgia’s First
Lady Maka
Chichua released
a video address

“We are
together, we are
many.”

In 2012 Saudi Arabia’s Cabinet passed landmark legislation recognizing all forms of abuse,
including domestic violence, as offenses deserving investigation, prosecution and punishment
by law enforcement agencies. In that same year Saudi women competed in the Olympics for the
first time and King Abdullah appointed 30 women to the consultative Shura Council—also a
first and women will be allowed to vote for the first time in 2015.

“Some things
can’t be covered
- fighting
women’s abuse
together,”
Target: Victim
& Community
Members

